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ABSTRACT: Crystal nucleation from solution plays an important role in environmental,
biological, and industrial processes and mainly occurs at interfaces, although the mechanisms
are not well understood. We performed nucleation experiments on glycine aqueous solutions
and found that an oil−solution interface dramatically accelerates glycine nucleation compared
to an air−solution interface. This is surprising given that nonpolar, hydrophobic oil (tridecane)
would not be expected to favor heterogeneous nucleation of highly polar, hydrophilic glycine.
Molecular dynamics simulations found signiﬁcantly enhanced vs depleted glycine
concentrations at the oil−solution vs air−solution interfaces, respectively. We propose that
this interfacial concentration eﬀect facilitates heterogeneous nucleation, and that it is due to
dispersion interactions. This interface eﬀect is distinct from previously described mechanisms,
including surface functionalization, templating, and conﬁnement and is expected to be present
in a wide range of solution systems. This work provides new insight that is essential for
understanding and controlling heterogeneous nucleation.

N

that the concentration near the interface is the same as in the
bulk. However, in this work we challenge this assumption and
show that the interfacial concentration can signiﬁcantly depend
on the nature of the interface, even in the absence of any
speciﬁc interactions, thus facilitating heterogeneous nucleation.
Interfacial eﬀects on nucleation become increasingly
prominent with decreasing solution volume, as surface-tovolume ratio increases inversely with the container size. High
throughput experiments with a large number of small samples,
such as microﬂuidics and microplates, are becoming
increasingly common in nucleation studies to obtain large
amounts of data using less material and time. A number of
diﬀerent microﬂuidic devices12−15 have been developed for the
purpose of investigating crystallization behavior. These devices
have been used to investigate the nucleation of water,16
proteins,13,17 and small organic molecules.14,18 Another small
scale experimental setup uses a microplate to store a large
number of small volumes of solutions19,20 to observe their
crystallization behavior. As these are open to the air, the
solution is typically covered by oil to prevent evaporation,
similarly to microﬂuidics, where immiscible liquid is used to
separate microdroplets.

ucleation is a ubiquitous phenomenon that plays an
important role in many environmental, biological, and
industrial processes such as ice formation in the atmosphere,1,2
crystallization of cataracts and kidney stones,3−5 and development of new pharmaceutical and chemical products.6
However, nucleation still presents a major scientiﬁc challenge
as we have only a limited understanding of how crystals are
formed, and therefore we cannot accurately control or
meaningfully predict what crystal form will nucleate, how
fast, in what location, and under what conditions.7 Understanding of nucleation would enable better control over
crystallization processes. It is widely accepted that crystal
nucleation from solutions often occurs via heterogeneous
mechanisms. A number of possible mechanisms have been
considered to explain why heterogeneous nucleation is often
faster than homogeneous nucleation.8 According to classical
nucleation theory, heterogeneous nucleation is faster due to a
lower crystal surface energy resulting in a reduced energy
barrier to nucleation. Speciﬁc interfacial eﬀects that favor
heterogeneous nucleation include chemical functionality of the
interface in contact with solution, physical templating, and
conﬁnement. Chemical functionality of the interface leads to
speciﬁc interactions between these functional groups and the
solute molecules, resulting in binding and/or orientation of the
solute at the interface.9 Physical templating, or epitaxy, induces
spatial ordering of the solute molecule at the interface.10 There
have been numerous studies investigating the eﬀect of
conﬁnement on nucleation in a wide range of systems and it
was found that conﬁnement can increase or decrease
nucleation rates through a number of underlying mechanisms.1,11 For heterogeneous nucleation it is generally assumed
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at 343 K, while those prepared at 400−450 g/kg were held at
363 K to ensure that they were safely below the solubility of γglycine, which is poorly reported in the literature with few
sources with contradictory results.23 A total of 40 vials were
prepared at each concentration of 275, 307, 333, 365, 400, and
450 g/kg without the oil interface, and 80 vials were prepared
at each concentration of 275, 307, 333, and 365 g/kg with the
oil interface.
The vials were checked visually to ensure that the glycine
had fully dissolved and were then cooled in the Polar Bear at a
controlled rate of 1.5 K/min to 298 K. The vials were then
transferred into vial racks placed within an incubator set to 298
K for temperature control. Webcams were used to capture
images of the vials every 5 min to allow for the crystallization
induction time of the vials to be measured. The experiments
were observed at 298 K for 72 h.
In method two we prepared the samples using a stock
solution. A 307 g/kg stock solution was prepared by weighing
the required amounts of glycine and deionized water into a 100
mL glass bottle with a magnetic stirrer and sealed. A 200 μL
aliquot of oil was pipetted into 40 prewashed and dried glass
vials and were left in an incubator at 333 K along with the
solution, which was stirred overnight using a magnetic stirrer.
Solution was then pipetted from the bottle into each vial on
top of the tridecane, with the solution sinking below the layer
of oil. A fresh preheated pipette tip was used for each vial and
pipetting was performed inside the incubator in order to
prevent any crystallization occurring during the solution
transfer process. Due to temperature limits of the incubator,
solution preparation and transfer were carried out at 333 K. To
ensure that any crystals that might have formed during the
preparation method were redissolved, the vials were transferred
to the Polar Bear at 343 K where they were held for 2 h before
being cooled at a controlled rate of 1.5 K/min, transferred to
the incubator at 298 K, and observed via webcam as described
above.
In order to investigate the eﬀects of the volumes of solution
and oil, a number of experiments were performed using
method two described above at varying oil−solution volume
ratios. In all experiments the total volume of both the oil and
solution combined was 1.2 mL (to match the previous
experiments). Oil−solution volume ratios of 1:5, 1:1, and 2:1
were prepared at a glycine concentration of 307 g/kg. A total
of 40 vials were prepared in each experiment.
Once a crystal formed within a vial, it was removed from
solution and left at room temperature for 1 day to dry. The
crystals were then ground to a powder, and the polymorph was
determined using infrared (IR) spectroscopy. IR spectra were
obtained using an ABB MB3000 spectrometer at a resolution
of 1 cm−1. Absorbance spectra were averaged over eight scans
in the wavenumber range 700−1000 cm−1. All spectra were
collected at ambient temperatures. The poylmorphic form was
identiﬁed using a key spectral region between 700 and 1000
cm−1. The α polymorph can be identiﬁed by a characteristic
peak at 910 cm−1, while γ is identiﬁed by a peak at 927 cm−1.
Both polymorphs share a common peak at 887 cm−1. Example
spectra are provided in the Supporting Information.
MD simulations of glycine aqueous solutions at vacumm or
tridecane interfaces were performed using the LAMMPS MD
code.24 For glycine, we used the Generalized AMBER Force
Field (GAFF)25 with CNDO charges, which was found to give
the best results for crystalline α glycine, glycine solutions, and
α glycine in contact with a supersaturated solution.26 The

This raises questions about the role of vessel surfaces, which
become paramount in small scale experiments, and transferability of these data to larger scales where interfaces may be
diﬀerent and less important. Ildefonso et al. demonstrated that
discrepancies in nucleation rates of lysosyme reported in the
literature can be related to the interfacial energies of the oils
used within the microﬂuidic setups.21 It has been observed that
the nucleation rate of isonicotinamide in ethanol is orders of
magnitude larger when measured in a microﬂuidic setup with
ﬂuorinated oil in comparison to glass vials.22 Recent work
showed that the presence of a PTFE stirrer bar greatly
increased the nucleation rate of glycine from aqueous solution
in quiescent, isothermal conditions.23 It is therefore crucial to
understand what is the eﬀect of supposedly inert interfaces,
such as oils used in microﬂudics and microplate setups and
polymer wells, tubings or stirrers in nucleation experiments,
and what are underlying nucleation mechanisms.
In this work we demonstrate the impact of an oil−solution
interface on nucleation behavior using aqueous glycine
solution in contact with a layer of tridecane. We have
performed a large number of small scale experiments at several
glycine concentrations with and without a tridecane layer
present. We observed a signiﬁcant increase in the nucleation
rate of glycine when the liquid−liquid interface is present even
at low supersaturation. Speciﬁc interactions between the
interface and the functional groups of the solute are unlikely
due to the interface being between a simple alkane and
aqueous glycine solution, and neither epitaxy nor conﬁnement
apply due to the ﬂat liquid nature of the interface. That raises a
question of what is the reason for this eﬀect. To further
investigate the eﬀects of the liquid−liquid interface, we
employed classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
While time and length scale limitations mean that rare events
such as nucleation are typically inaccessible in standard MD
simulations, they can be used to investigate details of glycine
solutions at the tridecane interface, including local concentration and ordering of glycine molecules in order to explain
the vastly increased nucleation rate at the interface.
We used glycine powder (Sigma-Aldrich, for electrophoresis
≥99%), tridecane (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%), and deionized water
from an in-house dispenser (Milli-Q, 18.2 MΩ cm).
Samples were prepared using two diﬀerent methods in order
to determine the impact of the preparation method on
nucleation behavior. Method one involved glycine solution
being prepared directly within individual vials in order to avoid
issues related to transferring solutions at high temperatures,
such as those discussed by Little et al.,20 which resulted in data
with low reproducibility. Vials were prepared at a range of
concentrations from 275 to 450 gglycine/kgwater, denoted herein
as g/kg. In each experiment new 1.5 mL glass vials (VWR 5480018) were used. Vials were washed with deionized water and
dried prior to the preparation of the solutions. The required
amount of glycine powder was weighed directly into the glass
vials, and 1 mL of deionized water was pipetted into each vial.
For the oil-interface experiments, 200 μL of tridecane was then
pipetted on top of the water to create an oil−solution interface.
The vials were then transferred to a Polar Bear Plus Crystal.
The Polar Bear is a precision heating and cooling platform
produced by Cambridge Reactor Design that uses interchangeable plate attachments to allow for accurate (±0.1 °C)
temperature control for a range of vessels from vials to roundbottom ﬂasks. The vials were held overnight to fully dissolve
the glycine. The solutions prepared at 275−365 g/kg were held
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SPC/E water model27 was used as recommended in the
previous study as it was found to accurately represent the
density and diﬀusion coeﬃcients within the system. For
tridecane we used the AMBER-ii force ﬁeld that was developed
for alkanes by Nikitin et al.28 The force ﬁeld parameters are
given in the Supporting Information.
Three diﬀerent systems were simulated: one with glycine
solution−tridecane interfaces; one with glycine solution−
vacuum interfaces, which represents the solution−air interface
in the control experiments; a mixed-interface system with a
solution−tridecane interface on one side and a solution−
vacuum interface on the other. In all three cases, simulations
were performed at 250 and 307 g/kg. The glycine solutions
contained 240 glycine and 4000 water molecules for 250 g/kg
and 295 glycine and 4000 water molecules for 307 g/kg.
Visualizations of the systems, produced using the VMD
software,29 are shown in Figure 3.
The solution−tridecane system was prepared by placing two
pre-equilibrated tridecane layers in contact with a box of
glycine solution at either 250 or 307 g/kg. The tridecane layers
were prepared by simulating 128 tridecane molecules in the
NVT ensemble for 1 ns, followed by 1.2 ns in the NPT
ensemble. The simulation box was then modiﬁed to the
desired cross section (3.45 × 3.45 nm in the xy directions),
energy minimized with an energy tolerance (relative change in
energy) of 1.0 × 10−6 and a force tolerance of 1.0 × 10−6 kcal
mol−1 Å−1, and then simulated for a further 1 ns in NPT. A
layer of tridecane was placed above and below the glycine
solution box in the z direction, and a further energy
minimization was performed. This combined system was
then simulated for 0.2 ns in the NVT ensemble followed by 3.8
ns in NPT to equilibrate the system. A production run of 200
ns of NPT simulation was then performed.
The air−solution system used the same starting conﬁgurations of the glycine solution as the oil−solution system
without the tridecane molecules added to either side. The total
length of the box in the z direction was 30 nm. An energy
minimization was performed followed by 4 ns of NVT
dynamics for equilibration. This was followed by a 200 ns
NVT production run.
The mixed-interface system was prepared by placing two
pre-equilibrated tridecane layers, to increase the oil thickness,
below the glycine solutions and a vacuum above the glycine
solution and below the tridecane. An energy minimization was
performed followed by 4 ns of NVT dynamics for equilibration.
This was followed by a 200 ns NVT production run.
Simulations of the oil−solution interface were performed in
the NPT ensemble while maintaining the x and y dimensions at
3.45 nm and allowing the box to vary only in the z direction to
maintain the pressure. The air−solution-interface simulation
was performed in the NVT ensemble with the same x and y
dimensions of the oil−solution simulation. For NPT
simulations the temperature and pressure were maintained at
298 K and 1 atm using a Nose−Hoover thermostat and
barostat with damping parameters of 1 and 2 ps for
temperature and pressure, respectively. For the NVT
simulations the temperature was maintained at 298 K using a
Nose−Hoover thermostat with a damping parameter of 1 ps.
Lennard-Jones interactions were truncated at a cutoﬀ of 1.4
nm, while short-range electrostatics were calculated below 0.98
nm. Long-range electrostatics were calculated using a particle−
particle−particle−mesh with an accuracy of 1 × 10−6. LennardJones 1−4 interactions were reduced to 0.5, while electrostatic
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1−4 interactions were reduced to 0.833 as intended for
AMBER style force ﬁelds. All simulations were performed
using a time step of 2.0 fs. Thermodynamic properties were
sampled every 200 fs, while structural information was sampled
every 20 ps.
Structural property proﬁles perpendicular to the oil−
solution and air−solution interfaces have been calculated.
The simulation box was separated into bins, and for each
snapshot the position of each atom or molecule, as appropriate,
was placed into the bin associated with its fractional position of
the box for that time step. To account for drifting of the
interfaces in the z direction, the z component of the center-ofmass (COM) of the solution phase was calculated at each time
step and distances were calculated from this point.
First, we show experimentally that the presence of the oil−
solution interface has a dramatic eﬀect on the nucleation
kinetics of glycine from aqueous solution. We then present
computational results that show that local compositions of
glycine aqueous solutions in the vicinity of air−solution and
oil−solution interfaces are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those in
the bulk solution. We then outline a general argument for how
interfaces inﬂuence heterogeneous nucleation from solutions
through inducing local concentration heterogeneity near the
interface, which is a novel eﬀect distinct from and
complementary to heterogeneous nucleation mechanisms
previously proposed in literature.
Nucleation kinetics were assessed by monitoring induction
times in vials holding glycine solutions prepared under
controlled cooling conditions and then held isothermally for
up to 72 h. Glycine solutions in vials with the layer of tridecane
on the top were found to be readily nucleating at moderate
glycine concentrations, 275, 307, 333, and 365 g/kg
(corresponding to relative supersaturations of 1.36, 1.52,
1.65, and 1.81 with respect to the solubility of γ-glycine30)
where 60, 89, 94, and 93% of the vials nucleated, respectively,
within 72 h at 298 K (see Figure 1). It was observed that
crystals were typically forming at the oil−solution interface.
However, vials without the oil layer were found to have much
lower probability of nucleation under the same conditions.

Figure 1. Percentage of vials where glycine crystallized within 72 h.
Red symbols represent experiments with an air−solution interface and
blue symbols represent experiments with an oil−solution interface.
Open symbols represent experiments run using sample preparation
method one while ﬁlled symbols represent sample preparation
method two. Note that experiments with the oil interface were only
performed for concentrations below 400 g/kg. The lines represent γ
and α solubilities of 202 and 227 g/kg at 298 K, respectively.30
2265
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Figure 2. Cumulative probability distribution function of induction times of glycine crystallization from aqueous solution with a tridecane interface
for (a) diﬀerent concentrations prepared using method one, (b) relative supersaturation of 1.81 with respect to γ-glycine (365 g/kg at 298 K
prepared using method one and 333 g/kg at 294 K from work of Little et al.20), (c) 307 g/kg prepared using methods one and two, and (d) 307 g/
kg prepared using method two with diﬀerent oil−solution volume ratios.

nucleation rate, V is the volume of solution, and tg is the
growth time, which would correspond to the expected
stochastic outcome for a constant nucleation rate.31 This
nucleation probability behavior is consistent with those seen in
previous studies of glycine nucleation under quiescent
(nonagitated) conditions.20,23,32 We note that sample preparation method two does not lead to this phenomenon (see
Figure 2c). One possible reason is that the contact time
between oil and solution is greater in method one than in
method two, which suggests that there may be a timedependent eﬀect that acts to hinder nucleation occurring at
longer times, for example an impurity present that, given
enough time, poisons the interface, thus resulting in nonPoisson behavior.
In Figure 2b we show combined results from three
experimental runs performed by Little et al.20 which were
obtained with a diﬀerent setup, but using a layer of tridecane at
the top of glycine with the same relative supersaturation
(Little: 333 g/kg at 294 K, present work: 365g/kg at 298 K,
with relative supersaturations of 1.81 relative to γ-glycine). Our
experiments had somewhat higher probabilities of nucleation
than those observed by Little et al.: we saw 81% of the samples
nucleating within the ﬁrst hour and 95% nucleating within 2
days, as compared to 52% and 79% nucleating at within the
same time frames respectively, observed by Little et al.
Although using the same supersaturation, there were a number
of diﬀerences between the experiments performed in both
cases, in addition to slightly diﬀerent temperature. Our samples
had a greater volume of solution (1 mL vs 100 μL), greater
volume of oil (200 μL vs 100 μL), and greater interfacial

This is in agreement with our previous work, where the
probability of nucleation in glycine solutions was very low at
concentrations below 475 g/kg using the same condition and
preparation procedures (sample preparation method two).23
Similar results were obtained when using a diﬀerent solution
preparation procedure (sample preparation method two), as
can be seen in Figure 1. These results clearly demonstrate that
the oil−solution interface has a dramatic inﬂuence on the
kinetics of glycine nucleation.
From the oil−solution-interface systems that nucleated we
see a similar polymorphic distribution regardless of the
concentration. The overall polymorphic distribution obtained
from the 218 samples analyzed from the oil−solution-interface
experiments was 94% α, 1% γ, and a 5% mixture of the two
polymorphs. Of the seven samples that nucleated from the
air−solution-interface systems ﬁve were α, one was γ, and one
was a mixture of the two polymorphs. It appears that the oil
does not signiﬁcantly change the polymorph selection;
however, we note that there are insuﬃcient air−solutioninterface samples for statistical signiﬁcance.
Cumulative distribution functions P(t) of induction times
obtained using sample preparation method one are shown in
Figure 2a. In all cases we see similar behavior, with a signiﬁcant
fraction of vials nucleating within ﬁrst few hours, followed by a
smaller fraction of vials nucleating within next few days, leaving
a number of vials without any visible crystals after 3 days. The
nucleation probability increases with concentration, as
expected. However, it can be clearly seen that the nucleation
probability P(t) does not follow a Poisson distribution time
dependence P(t) = 1 − exp(−JV(t − tg)) where J is the
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was also found to strongly promote glycine nucleation.23 We
note that both PTFE and tridecane used in this work are
hydrophobic and both of these interfaces enhance glycine
nucleation. Di Proﬁo et al.35 investigated eﬀects of polymer
surfaces on heterogeneous nucleation from solution and
concluded that chemical functionalities of the polymer surface
dictate whether the surface promotes enhanced nucleation.
Under similar conditions to our lower concentrations (Di
Proﬁo, 180.2 g/kg at 278 K; present work, 275 g/kg at 298 K,
with relative supersaturations of 1.42 and 1.36, respectively,
relative to γ-glycine), they found that hydrophilic polymers
enhanced glycine nucleation from aqueous solutions in
contrast to hydrophobic polymers (PP, co-PVDF). However,
it is likely that wetting issues due to signiﬁcant surface
roughness may have been paramount in their work as reported
by Di Proﬁo.
To gain insight into the surface eﬀects that contribute to
enhancement of heterogeneous nucleation, we perform MD
simulations of the oil−solution and air−solution interfaces to
investigate the molecular level solution structure and dynamics
near the interface.
Glycine aqueous solutions in contact with tridecane and/or
air interfaces were investigated computationally using molecular dynamics simulations in order to determine local
composition as well as the orientation of glycine near these
interfaces. We simulated the glycine solutions at two diﬀerent
concentrations of 250 g/kg and 307 g/kg. Both concentrations
correspond to supersaturated solutions with respect to the
solubility of α-glycine (227 g/kg at 298 K30), which is relevant
as most of our samples crystallized in the α form. The
simulation box resulted in an average z length of 20.2 nm for
the glycine solution ﬁlm.
The density proﬁle of each component within the simulated
interface systems in the z direction perpendicular to the
interface are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that there is a
strong enhancement in the glycine density occurring in an
interfacial region near the oil−solution interface, while at the
air−solution interface there is a strong depletion in the glycine
density. We indicate interfacial regions with thickness of 1 nm
to highlight that glycine density enhancement extends over
length scales comparable to expected magnitude of crystal
nuclei dimensions. Interfacial regions for the oil−solution
system were deﬁned from the point of highest glycine
concentration (the ratio of the densities of glycine and
water) at the interface and reach 1 nm toward the center of the
glycine solution (see Supporting Information for more details).
The interfacial regions for the air−solution interface were
deﬁned as having the same position as the oil−solutioninterface system of the same concentration.
The average glycine concentrations in the interfacial regions
are given in Table 1. The interfacial concentrations at the oil−
solution interface are 1.21 and 1.26 times the overall system
concentrations of 250 and 307 g/kg, respectively. However, the
interfacial concentrations of the air−solution interface are 0.54
and 0.51 times the overall system concentrations.
The calculated glycine interfacial concentration of 386 g/kg
at the oil−solution interface (corresponding to an overall
concentration of 307 g/kg) is smaller than the glycine
concentrations used in spontaneous nucleation experiments
in the absence of oil.23 At overall concentrations of 400 g/kg or
below, glycine nucleation was extremely slow in the absence of
oil. However, we note that nucleation was likely to be
heterogeneous at the glass vial surface.36 The interfacial

surface area (64 mm2 vs 38 mm2). Our samples were held in
glass vials, while Little held their samples in treated polystyrene
microplate wells. The increased volume of solution in our
samples would result in reduced induction times for (bulk
based) nucleation, while the increased interfacial surface area
would reduce the induction time for heterogeneous nucleation
at the interface. The increased volume of oil would only be
expected to impact the induction time if impurities present
within the oil inﬂuence nucleation.
Little et al. also suggested that nucleation observed within 60
min of solution addition to microplate wells containing
supersaturated glycine solution may have been due to
disturbances introduced by the addition of solution. However,
in our case solutions were prepared with oil added before
heating so that any crystals formed should be dissolved before
the vials were cooled and so artifacts like those proposed by
Little et al. would have been avoided. Nevertheless, many vials
nucleated within the ﬁrst 60 min in our experiments, similar to
those in experiments of Little et al.
In Figure 2c we show the eﬀect of the sample preparation
method (methods one vs method two) used in our work. The
samples prepared individually within the glass vials (method
one) had lower nucleation probabilities than those prepared
using a stock solution (method two) and all vials nucleated
within a day when using the stock solution method. This
highlights the importance of accounting for preparation
method and thermal history of samples in nucleation studies
in order to get accurate quantitative nucleation kinetic data.33
However, regardless of preparation method, glycine nucleation
is clearly strongly accelerated in the presence of the oil−
solution interface.
To further conﬁrm that the oil−solution interface is the
cause of accelerated nucleation, we investigated a range of oil
to solution volume ratios while keeping the surface area of the
oil−solution-interface constant. In these experiments the
samples have the same total volume of solution and oil
combined, and the same oil−solution interfacial area, but with
varying oil to solution ratios. The induction times obtained for
each ratio are shown in Figure 2d. We can see that
distributions of induction times are very similar for oil to
solution volume ratios 1:5 (the original one), 1:2 and 1:1. The
total volume for the samples with diﬀerent oil to solution
volume ratio was held constant, and, therefore, the volume of
the glycine solution, and the glass-solution interfacial area were
diﬀerent for each ratio. If the overall nucleation rate was
proportional to the solution volume, we would expect that the
nucleation rate would scale with the solution volume in a given
vial, and thus with oil−solution ratio in our experiments.
However, in Figure 2d, it is clear that the overall nucleation
rate does not change signiﬁcantly. This is what would be
expected if nucleation is controlled by the oil−solution
interfacial area, which is constant, rather than the solution
volume (or glass−solution interfacial area).34 We note that
somewhat longer induction times were recorded at the ratio of
oil to solution volume ratio 2:1, which may be due to an onset
of concentration depletion as the solution volume become
smaller, slowing down crystal growth so that crystal detection
takes somewhat longer, while it can still be seen that all vials
nucleated in less than 10 h. Our observations also rule out that
nucleation would be due to impurities in oil as increasing
volume of oil does not lead to faster nucleation.
In our recent work, we reported that PTFE coated magnetic
stirrer bar placed in glycine aqueous solution without agitation
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when compared to the size of the interfacial region, and,
therefore, it can be expected that the interfacial concentration
eﬀects would be even more signiﬁcant under typical
experimental conditions.
As air and oil interfaces have opposite eﬀects on the
interfacial glycine concentration, a third system was constructed containing an oil−solution interface on one side and
an air−solution interface on the other. It was expected that the
increase in glycine concentration in the central region due to
the air−solution interface would at least partially cancel the
depletion of glycine in the central region due to the oil−
solution interface. The density proﬁles obtained are shown in
Figure 4. The same eﬀects can be observed at each of the

Figure 3. Density proﬁles of glycine (solid blue line), water (dotted
red line), and tridecane (dashed green line) of the simulated oil−
solution interfaces at (a) 250 g/kg and (b) 307 g/kg and air−solution
interfaces at (c) 250 g/kg and (d) 307 g/kg in the z direction
(perpendicular to the interface). The patterned areas show the 1 nm
thick interface regions. The center-of-mass of the glycine solution is
set to z = 0 and the data have been symmetrized over both interfaces.
Snapshots of the interfaces are shown above with glycine (blue), water
(red), and tridecane (green) molecules.

Table 1. Total and Interfacial Concentrations of Glycine at
the Oil and Air Interfaces, with the Concentration Ratio
Showing Enhancement and Depletion at the Oil and Air
Interfaces, Respectively
system

total conc (g/kg)

interface conc (g/kg)

conc ratio

oil
air
oil
air

250
250
307
307

303
136
386
156

1.26
0.54
1.21
0.51

Figure 4. Density proﬁles of glycine (solid blue line), water (dotted
red line), and tridecane (dashed green line) of the double-interface
system at (a) 250 g/kg and (b) 307 g/kg in the z direction. The
patterned areas show the 1 nm thick interface regions. There is a
vacuum layer on the right of the glycine solution (not shown).

interfaces as seen previously. The double-interface simulation
results in an interfacial concentration of 1.33 times the overall
concentration at the oil interface, and an interfacial
concentration of 0.54 times the overall concentration for the
air interface, for the overall concentration of 307 g/kg. We
obtain similar results for a glycine concentration of 250 g/kg,
with a concentration ratio of 1.06 and 0.44 at the oil and air
interfaces, respectively.
We note that there are concentration ﬂuctuations in the
center of the glycine solution ﬁlm, as seen in Figure 3. These
ﬂuctuations are still present after relatively long simulation
times (200 ns of production) and eﬀorts were undertaken to
improve sampling. For a solution concentration of 250 g/kg we
used the same minimized, pre-equilibration starting conﬁguration, applied an independent set of velocities to the atoms,
and used the same equilibration procedure as described
previously, followed by a 10 ns production run. This process
was repeated 10 times to provide a combined total of 100 ns
simulation time from independent starting conﬁgurations.

concentration at the glass surface is unknown and, as we have
seen from our results for the oil and air interfaces, it cannot be
directly inferred from the bulk concentration.
In order to ensure robustness of the calculated interfacial
concentration eﬀect, we performed three additional tests: we
varied ﬁlm thickness, used asymmetric ﬁlms boundaries, and
tested for concentration ﬂuctuations.
First, we investigated how the ﬁnite size of the ﬁlm aﬀects
the concentration proﬁle, as the ﬁnite size may act to reduce
the enhanced interfacial concentration at the oil interface, due
to depletion of glycine in the center of the thin ﬁlm.
Conversely, the concentration at the air interface may be
higher due to the ﬁnite size of the ﬁlm. We performed a 200 ns
run of a thinner ﬁlm of approximately 6 nm between two oil
interfaces for a concentration of 307 g/kg. As expected, the
interfacial concentration enhancement was smaller with an
interfacial concentration of 344 g/kg corresponding to a
concentration ratio of 1.12. In vial-based experiments there
would be an eﬀectively inﬁnite reservoir of glycine solution
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Interfacial concentration deviations are consistently present in
all cases, giving an average interfacial concentration of 265 g/
kg, corresponding to a concentration ratio of 1.06. This
demonstrates that the enhanced concentration at the oil−
solution interface is not due to ﬂuctuations, which can be
observed in the center of the ﬁlm. The density proﬁles
obtained for each short run along with the average of all 10
runs are shown in the Supporting Information.
The contrasting eﬀects of the oil and air interfaces on the
interfacial concentration highlight that heterogeneous nucleation rates can be expected to vary signiﬁcantly among diﬀerent
interfaces, even in the absence of speciﬁc interactions. We note
that this is in the absence of templating, physical conﬁnement,
or speciﬁc chemical interactions, which have been customarily
implicated in heterogeneous nucleation mechanisms. Depletion of glycine near the air−solution interface is also consistent
with surface tension measurements of aqueous glycine
solutions.37 The increase in glycine concentration at the oil−
solution interface is not a surfactant eﬀect, as glycine is
zwitterionic and not amphiphilic. However, it is known that
large, polarizable ions have an aﬃnity for a water−oil interface
due to cavitation and dispersion forces, whereas smaller ions
remain hydrated.38 By analogy with this eﬀect, we believe that
the enhanced interfacial concentration is likely due to
nonspeciﬁc van der Waals interactions between the interface
material and the solute or solvent molecules. Speciﬁcally, for
glycine aqueous solution, the van der Waals interaction
between glycine and tridecane is signiﬁcantly stronger than
the van der Waals interaction between water and tridecane,
leading to enhanced glycine interfacial concentration at the
tridecane−solution interface. The same argument can also
explain the enhanced nucleation of glycine that was previously
seen at the liquid−solid interface of a PTFE stirrer bar.23
Molecular orientation at the interface is one of the
underlying mechanisms that can lead to an increased
heterogeneous nucleation rate. To investigate this eﬀect, we
have examined the orientation of the glycine molecules at the
interface using the bond orientation parameter P2:
P2 =

3
1
⟨cos 2θ ⟩ −
2
2
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Figure 5. Bond orientation proﬁle in the z direction of the C−C bond
vector of glycine at (a) 250 g/kg and (b) 307 g/kg for an air interface
(red circles) and oil interface (blue triangles). The patterned areas
show the 1 nm thick interface regions.

squared displacement (MSD) in the x and y directions
(parallel to the interface) of the molecules in the interfacial
region was compared to that of the molecules in the center of
the solution. As we are interested in a 1 nm region, the MSD in
the z direction is not a useful metric for examining the mobility
of the molecules perpendicular to the interface and, instead, we
compared the length of time a molecule remains within the
interfacial region to the length of time they spend within a
region of the same size in the center of the ﬁlm. To determine
the rotational mobility of the molecules, the autocorrelation
function (ACF) of the C−C bond vector of the glycine
molecules was calculated for molecules while they were within
the interfacial region and compared to that of the molecules in
the center of the solution. At each of the oil interfaces, we ﬁnd
there is a slight reduction in the mobility of the glycine
molecules within the interfacial regions, although this would be
expected in a region of higher concentration.26 However, the
molecules remain highly mobile and are not adsorbed at the
interface. This is in contrast to previously observed eﬀects such
as Barite epitaxial growth that showed the water monolayer
formation on a Barite surface,39 where the adsorbed water
creates a barrier for barium and sulfate ions approaching the
surface. The MSD, ACF, and lifetime analysis for glycine in the
interfacial and central regions of the solution ﬁlm can be found
in the Supporting Information.
In this work we investigated the impact of an oil−solution
interface on the nucleation kinetics of glycine. Experimentally,
we observed that there is a vast increase in the nucleation rate
in the presence of an oil−solution interface, compared to vials
with an air−solution interface. This is surprising as the
hydrophobic oil would not be expected to enhance the
heterogeneous nucleation of polar glycine. Current mechanisms widely used in the literature to describe the enhanced
rate at which heterogeneous nucleation occurs, such as physical
and chemical templating, do not apply to this system due to

(1)

where θ is the angle between the z-axis and the C−C bond
vector. A P2 value of 1.0 corresponds to the C−C bond being
oriented perpendicular to the interface, while a value of −0.5
indicates the bond lies parallel to the interface. A P2 value of 0
corresponds to random bond orientations. We have investigated the variation of the bond order with distance from the
interface, taking the position of the molecule as its COM. The
bond orientation proﬁles for the air and oil interfaces can be
seen in Figure 5. For both the air and oil interfaces, it can be
seen that the glycine molecule C−C bonds are mainly oriented
parallel to the interface, with the orientation becoming random
toward the center of the solution. We also note that the
orientation proﬁles at the air and oil interfaces are very similar,
indicating that the orientation is mainly a steric or packing
eﬀect, rather than due to a speciﬁc interaction. While P2
generally decreases within the interfacial region, there is a point
in each graph where the value increases to above 0. These
points occur where the glycine density is less than 2 × 10−3 g
cm−3, and so they are not statistically relevant.
The local translational and rotational mobility of the glycine
molecules was also investigated in order to determine if there
was physisorption of the glycine at the interface. The mean
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Raw experimental data and simulation input ﬁles are available
at doi.org/10.15129/846b26c2-7040-4c71-b1a8-aa2f9cbe1bba.

the absence of speciﬁc functional groups and the liquid nature
of the interface.
MD simulations were used to gain insight into the solution
structure at the interface and they revealed an enhanced
concentration and ordering of the glycine molecules at the oil−
solution interface. Similar simulations of the air−solution
interface demonstrate the opposite eﬀect with a greatly
reduced glycine concentration. These eﬀects are likely due to
nonspeciﬁc net van der Waals interactions between the
tridecane−water and tridecane−glycine, which compete with
solution interactions to determine the interfacial concentration
proﬁles.
While these eﬀects were observed for glycine solutions at a
tridecane interface, we expect that the same mechanism will be
present in a wide range of solution-interface systems. This new
insight will allow us to control interfacial concentration in
order to design eﬀective nucleants for the enhancement of
nucleation, but also to prevent heterogeneous nucleation in
antifouling applications.
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